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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, EMILE IBAI IELET, of New York, in the county of New York and | 

State of New York, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Electro 
magnetic Sound-Wave, Therapeutic Appa 
ratus; and I hereby declare that the 
lºwing is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion thereof, reference being had to the ac companying drawings, which forum part of this specification. 
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This inyention is a novel apparatus for 
reating diseases of the ear, catarrh of the head, neuralgia, and otlhér ailments to 
which the delicate organs of the human head 
are subject, and its object is to provide an 

" whereby the portion of the head 
affected and in particúlar the aural pas , sages can be treated simultaneously by nag 
netic and sound waves. 
To this end the invention consists in a 

novel apparatus which I term an electro 
magnetic and Sound wave therapeutic ap 
paratus, whereby magnetic impulses or lines 
of force and Sound waves or wibrations may be ?imultaneously generated and the in 
tensity of each and both of these can be 

or regulated to suit the condition of 
the patient and produce the best results. 

In the accompanying drawings I have 
illustrated a form of such apparatus em 
bodying. the invention and especially de 
siged for use in treating severe cases of 
deafness, and I will now describe the inven 
tion in connections with said drawings, so 
that others skilled in the art will be able to 
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comprehend and use the same. 
In said drawings: Figure 1 is a side view 

of a complete therapeutic apparatus em 
bodying the invention, and showing two 
magnetic , and sound wave generators ar 
ranged in series. Fig. 2, is an enlarged 
vertical central longitudinal section through 
one of the said generators, Fig. 3, is arsec 
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tion, ön line 3-3 Fig.2; and, Fig. 4, is a 
sec?ional. view of a slight modification. 

Each i generator comprises a preferably 
cylindric casing 1, which may be closed at 
the front end by a cap 1°, and at the rear 
end by a cap plate 1”, which cap. plate may 
be connected to the cylinder by a threaded 
joint, as indicated in Fig. 2. Suspended 
within the casing is a solenoid, 2, which is 
centered therein by means of insulating 
blocks 2, attached to the casing by screws, 
or in other suitable manner, as indicated in 

| be attracted more or less when tie 

| 

the drawings, and preferably so às leve 
an air, gap (, between the lite Fall of thè solenoid ând the inne. wall if sig, for a purpose hereinaf?ir jö 
in the Solenoid is a Riigi 2, which 
may b? fixed but, is preferibly? diju table 
as hereinafter explained. Thétérmináls of 
the Solenoid 2 are connècted to thi inding W -- n- : : . . . posts 2*, 2”, respectively, is indicated if the drawings, which bindiñ? post hagyºbë”con 
nected by wires to any stilitáble šorc? of 
electricity. * : 
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The Solenoid shöuldbºeër gized by an intermittentor alterhátig, uf 
rent, aid consequently if a battely ordirect 
current generator is used, ás a souffg' 
electrical supply, an interrupté 
should be placed between fhi? 
the wave generators. ** 
The core 2º, as shown in Fig.2, 

adjusted by means of screw 3, exten?ling through, the cap plate 1", and lëngaging a 
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threhded apertúre in the core, ain? yro 

noid is energized by an in ttçnt, ailter 

noid, and particularly at th? ends”? 

connection I observe that Xºiº. 

lenõid 

solenoid or core, with, !tthát th? 

line between the generators. "; i > 3' : : 
opposite 

metallic diaphragm 3, whicli fysig 
trate or enhance the st 

?6 

M .«* r* O through the air gap di it thirbugh"’an 

posite the end of the core 2º, so that 

t? ting Screw. 3, the core gan be shifted lqn 
gitudinally in the solenoid. When the sole 
nating current magnetic wavesåre 
ated and thrown off at the poles'öf tif 
core 2º such waves beiing grigaliaj, 
cated by the dotted lines in Fig.1. I *this 
ators are employed, as indigit?din ffig; f; 
they should be gonnec??d'insertiës : ' " f-n . 
the south pole of one solenoid, R 99C) rectly Prose to the nóth, pöl?öfthéipther 
solenoids or magnets act in hiših andreº ate the strongest magnètic field' - çelitral 

At the rear side of thié soilého : the opening 1, adjacent plate 1,I pla?e a 
sound wave generator ?iirid ls?o’ o f“ ? " 

Eif hetig- 100 netic field between theit taigh ?$. Åt?igas. 
a Sound wave generato? Pagi 
energized, and will ?tii, duce sound waves, Sigis R ly 

androit, troigh opening 1° in the ffoniËâte 14'dirèct R 
escape from the gen 
y enter the ear of the 

sound waves can F 
erator and will direct 
patient. 
A thumb screw 4 is tapped through the 
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plate 1°, and has a disk 4º on its inner end 
which may be adjusted into contact with the 
diaphragm. 3, and by adjusting said screw 
the diaphragm can be forced nearer. to the 
coil. This disk 4* might be faced with rub 
ber, as shown at 4° in Fig. 4, for the purpose 
of avoiding metallic contact between the 
diaphragm and the disk. As a convenient 
means of assembling the parts the screw 3 
is slhown as tapped through the screw 4. 
Fig 1, shows the apparatus in use for 

treating patients in severe cases, but in very 
mild cases, or in treating only one ear, one 
of the generators might be dispensed with. 
The principle under which the apparatus 

is operated is that a magnetic wave is 
duced each time the current is varied or 
broken and each wave will pass through the 
ear and head simultaneously with the entry 
of the sound wave produced by the vibrating 
diaphragm, which latter, is actuated by the 
curfent passing through the solenoid, which 
current magnetizes the core which in turn 
attracts - and vibrates the diaphragm at the 
same speed as the vibrating current. 
The thumb screw 3, is used to regulate 

the intensity of the magnetic field; by ad 
justing the same the core may be moved 
away from the diaphragm with the result 
that the magnetic waves, are very much 
strengthened as the i pole of the core is 

- brought nearer to the opening 1°, but the 
pitch or intensity of the sound waves are de 
creased; but if the core is moved toward the 
diaphragm the sound waves will be in 
creased. By means of screw, 4, the dia 
phragm can be made to partially follow up 
the core. 
The solenoid is preferably wound with 

coarse wire to prevent heating. 
In cases where the sound waves are not 

required or desíred the diaphragm 3, might 
be removed by unscrewing plate 1º. 
When the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, is 

used with the generators in series a large 
number of the magnetic lines of force will 
be directly attracted through the head from 
one magnetic generator to the other by rea 
son of the opposite polarity of the opposed 
poles of the magnets. 
The manner in which the adjustment of 

the cores will vary the field between the two 
magnets, is thought to be as follows: While 
the adjustment of the cores toward each 
other will not decrease the reluctance of the 
magnetic circuit comprising the two cores 
and the two diaphragms, said adjustment 
will inerease the reluctance of the local mag 
netic circuit, comprising one core and dia 
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? as the air gap between the core and 
iaphragm is increased. Hence the local or 

stray field will be decreased and the main 
field will be increased, as obviously the 
strength of the field between the two mag 
nets, or the main or useful field, will depend 
upon the stºj or intensity of the leak 
age or stray field 
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The core is preferably made of soft iron 
and might be permanently fixed, as indi 
cated in Fig. 4. This would keep the mag 
netic field normal, but the sound waves 
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would be controlled by the screw 4, bring- M 
ing the disk 4* more or less forcibly into 
contact with the diaphragm. 

In my scientific experiments I have found 
that the sound waves are greatly enhanced 
in value as a therapeutic agent by the assist 
ance or coöperation of a heavy magnetic 
WVe. 

Instead of making the casing entirely of 
hard rubber, as indicated in Figs. 1 to 3, I 
might make the cylindrical shell and rear 
plate of metal, as indicated in Fig. 4, leav 
ing the front plate of rubber. 
When two co-acting generators are used 

in tandem, as indicated in Fig. 1 they are 
against the ears of the patient and 

?ld in position by any convenient means, as 
by a connecting spring band conventionally 
indicated at 6 in the drawing and which may 
be of any desired or suitable kind and placed 
over or back of the head or. in any position 
most convenient and comfortable to the pa 
tient. When treating but one ear one gen 
erator could be i detached; or a single 
generator attached to a holder of any suit 
able kind could b? employed. . . 

Having thus described my invention, I 
claim: , In an electro-magnetic, therapeutic appa 
ratus; the combination of a pair of opposed generators, each, comprising a casing hav 
ing an opening in one end, a solenoid cen 
tered in said casing in axial alinement there 
with, a core in the solenoid, a diaphragm in 
the casing at the end of the solenoid opposite 
the opening in the casing, a screw for regu 
lating the diaphragm, and a screw for ad 
justing the core, the latter screw. being 
tapi through the former. 

In testimon 
my own, I a x my signature in presence of 
two witnesses, 

EMILE BACHELET. 
Witnesses: 

MAURICE BLock, 
SIEGFRIED F. SAHIM. 

that I claim the foregoing as. 
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